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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Volume

New enrollment record anticipated
By Ashley Rueff
Senior Un~ P.eporter

The univcrsicy expcccs ro sec
record-high numbers rhis year
when rhc 10-day enrollmcnr report
is released.
"It does appear char our total
enrollment is going to be at a
record high chis year," said Blair
Lord, provost and vice president
for academic affairs. "le was
uncxpcetcd."
Enrollment numbers released on

rhc fifth day of classes showed an
increase of 219 srudcncs from the
same date in 2005, for a rcc:ord high
total of 12,317 registered studcnrs.
Lord said the 2005 coral
enrollment was a rcc:ord high
number, and rhc univcrsicy was
expecting numbers to go down in
2006.
The increase is welcome.
rhough, because of this year's large
graduating class. The fifth-day
enrollment numbers showed 3,252
registered seniors, a class that could

break the record-high graduating
class by hundreds of srudcncs, Lord
said.
When he firsr rook his position
at Eastern in 200 I, the provosr
sec up a committee to measure
how many studencs Eastern could
enroll while scill providing rhe same
level of education. The commircec
estimated Eastern would best serve
somewhere in che mid-11,000 range
students.
"We're a little over that range
right now," Lord said.

As rhe 2006 seniors and juniors
graduate in the next rwo years, he
expeccs enrollment to decline co
near that range again.
"If we cook more studencs,
we'd scan changing rhe kind of
experience you have as a srudenr,"
Lord said. He plans to form
rhe same commircee co evaluate
Easrcm's capacicy for srudents once
some of the construction on campus
is complete.
H SEE IECOID, PAGE A2
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FOOTBALL I SEASON OPENER

Tickets still
available
for opener
Campus rallies around
road trip; multiple
ways being offered to
get to the game
By Sarah Wllitaey
News Ecitor

JAY tilAllE< I THE DAILY EASTElll IEWS
Education teacher Cheryl Goebel shows some of her students examples of how to use everyday items to make educational games on Wednesday
afternoon in Buzzard Hall. Goebel received a rating of 4.4 out of 5 on ratemyprofessors.com

Generation Gap
By JI• Allocco
Education ReJ>Ofler

When students walk into Larry
Ankenbraod's classroom, he requires
one thing.
"I make them smile," he said.
The
73-ycar-old
physical
education professor said age has
nothing co do with attitude and
enthusiasm in the classroom.
"Teaching is berccr than

retirement," he said. "If you can't
make it fun, you'd ought co find
another profession."
According to Eastem's planning
and instirutional studies, the average
professor's age is 53.
18-ycar-old
freshmen,
For
that's a difference of 35 years
- 3-and-a-half decades that these
studencs never experienced. An
article recently published by Beloit
College states that these freshmen

have never lived in a wocld where
Osama Bin Laden did not head AlQaida or Bill Gares was not worth
ac least $1 billion. And sometimes,
this age gap becwccn professors and
srudents is noticeable.
Jherc are always those
professors chat are standing. scaring
at the VCR for 10 minutes before
a student stands up and hits the
input button," said Aruhony
Girardi, a senior hisrory major with

international srudies concentration.
For students who grew up on
Microsofr and CDs, technology
at Eastern might seem simple or
oucdaccd, bur many professors arc
notorious for having problems.
"I had one professor here who
couldn't use an overhead projector,"
said Alexa Crossman, a sophomore
pre-pharmacy major.

It's not too late co buy tickets to
the Illini football game.
For chose living in a hole the
past few weeks, the Panthers varsity
football team will &cc the Fighting
Illini for the first rime at 6 p.m. in
Memorial Stadium in Champaign.
The Athletic Office has I00 $42
tickecs and 100 $24 dollar tickets.
Srudcncs should talk co either
Cindy Bayes or Lindsey Hunter.
Students who can't make ic to
the office before 4 p.m. today can
· call 581-2016 and pay for tickets
over the phone using a credit card,
Bayes said.
Bayes will then cake purchased
rickets with her to the game, where
scudenrs can pick chem up from
her at Gate 14, Will Call.
Tickets should also be available
at the scadium, Bayes said.
For those who don't want to
drive forcy-five minutes, Gateway
Liquors owner Carl Wolff and
Chris dayron of the Panther Paw
arc offering a free bus ride to the
game.
"We're going to provide some
food and beverages," Wolff said.
"And we'll tailgate a little bit up
there.•
Gateway, the Panther Paw and
Miller Lite are sponsoring two
buses, which can cake 80 people.
As of Wednesday afternoon, one
bus was already full, Wolff said.
To get a ride, tickecs must be
purchased at either the Panther .Paw
or Gateway for $24. The bus ride is
included with the ticket price and
is on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Srudencs must be 21.
Students who have already
purchased their tickets should meet
at the Panther Paw berwcen 1 and
2 p.m. They need co bring their
ticket and picture ID.
The buses wiJJ leave berween 3
and 3:30 p.m.

u SEE GAP, PAGE A2
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U.S. S..ate declares loot
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'Tear of Sbldy Abroad'
,, Eastern's Study Abroad program
offers more than 40 possible
destinations for students who can't just
stay in the United States.

,, Tlie formula for Expected Family
Contributions changed with law signed
by President Bush in February.
The Financial Aid Office is making
adjustments to deal with the changes,
which took effect on July 1.
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,, Oennews.com reporter Kevin
Kenealy talked to University of Illinois
graduates who work at Eastern to see
who they favor in the big game on
Saturday.
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Wollf advised students co gee
to the bar early, as he expected the

second bus co fill quickly.
Wolff said he and Clayton
organized the cransportation to the
game because
"We jusc thought it would be a
good idea to get 80 people co go

up there that didn't have to worry
about driving. And we just think
it's a grcac idea, cause we wane co
go to the game too. So we thoughc
'let's just get a couple of buses,"' he
added.
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Brenda Major, director of
admissions, said the numbers will
probably be a little different when
the 10-day figures come out.
Last Friday was supposed to be
the last day to register for classes,
but the mainframe was down and

it prevented some students from
registering, she said.
Some extensions were made,
and srudcnrs were still registering
for new classes on Monday and
Tuesday of this week.
The number of registered
freshmen has been going up
everyday, Major said.
The 10-day numbers are senc
to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education and used to keep track

of all the Illinois srace universities.
"We're always trying to determine
if we're getting our fair number
of students or our piece of the pie
from the state," Major said. "We're
always looking to sec who's getting
the bigger share of students."
The 10-day numbers will be
used to determine numbers like
total enrollment, class enrollment,
diversity at Eastern and eruollmenc
in the Honors College.
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"It would be like 20 min utes
into the lab and we wouldn't get
anything done," she added.
But Ankenbrand says new
technology cannot stop people who
love to teach.
"I don't really think anybody's
technologically
savvy
with
everything we have nowadays," he
joked. "But I use all the technology
we have."
Ankenbrand said he focuses on
getting his srudencs to socialize and
participate in class.
"I want them to understand that
social learning is really as important
as cognitive learning," he said.
This year, he is making cacli
srudent get co know six classmates.
He gives his class differenc
handouts each day about subjects
such as "enthusiasm," "attirude,"
"smiling" and "hints on how co get
a good grade in this class."
The srudencs seem co enjoy his
approach.
On
the
Web site
raremyprofessors.com, he has a
grade of 4.8 out of 5.
During his Adapted Physical
Education classes, his students learn
to work with disabled people.
In one exercise, he has students
walk with canes, use a wheelchair
or wear a blindfold to h elp them
imagine what it is like to be

About The Dailr Eastern lews
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disabled.
Donna Coonce, professor of
family and consumer sciences, uses
similar techniques.
For her classes, she will bring in
pregnant and breastfeeding mothers
who share real-life experiences with
the srudents - something they
cannot always learn from their
textbooks.
"I know they don't only want co
listen to me," she said. "I cell them
nghr up front I'm from a difFe.renr
generacion."
Students on ratemyprofessor.
com gave Coonce a 4.7 out of S and
described the 42-year-old as both a
fun professor and a friend.
Coonce said it is probably the
way she talks to students chat make
them like her.
"I try to encourage them that
they can be anything they want
co be," she said. "1 don't like
limitations. And I also have a lot of
respect for srudenrs. I respect their
opinions."
Many srudencs said char it was
attitude and nor age that made
chem closer with their professors.
"I really like one of my older

Poteete
Property
Rentals

Owner/Manager
Gale Poteete

Check us out on the web:
www.poteeterentals.com
Or
Call: (217)345-5088

Houses and Apartments Certified by the City of Char1eston!

Dart League Meeting
TUESDAY SEPT 5™ 7pm
BLIND DRAW TOURNAMENT
FORMING 2&4 PERSON TEAMS
EVERYONE WELCOME!
CALL FOR DETAILS
2100 Broadway· Mattoon• (217)·234·4151• www.bpsnightclub.com

professors," said Ann Marie Green,
a freshman psychology major. "He's
one of my favorites ... He's laid back,
and I probably go co him more than
any of my ocher professors co ask
questions."
"Your
sryle
of reaching
determines how well your scudents
will be able co relate to you, noc
your age," said Cheryl Warner, an
education professor.
Younger students can relate to
Warner when she brings popular
icems and copies into rhe classroom.
and she reaches her srudencs to do
the same thing once they become
teachers.
"I tell my srudents ... to always
keep in mind the interests of their
future high school students, such
as driving, relationships, careers,
spores, ccc.," she said.
She can relate to her srudents
because she can put herself in their
shoes.
"1 still view myself as a student,"
Warner said. "As a reacher educator,
even when all of your degrees are
complete, you should never be done
learning new things to bring into
your courses."
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Your Questions, RealAnswers

Cadets prepare for water battle
ROTC students
complete three tasks
for the Combat Water
Survival Test
By Tracey Tylman
Staff Correspondent

ROTC cadets learned tactics to
use in battle yesterday afternoon in
Martoon's Lytle Pool.
Cadecs Eastern students
enrolled in the ROTC program
practiced swimming with
equipment.
swimming
while
blindfolded and other basic

swimming skills.
Eastern's ROTC program bolds
the Combat Water Survival Test
each year as a pretest and skills
builder for its students.
The atmosphere was relaxed, and
srudencs joked with each other the
whole afternoon,.
However, they were also learning
skills that could keep them alive in
water battles.
"It gives them basic soldier's
skills," said Capt. Chris Burkhart,
who teaches sophomore ROTC
classes at Eastern.
There were three tests needed
to complete yesterday's activities.
The students fim completed the
swimming diagnostic test.

For the diagnostic test, the
cadets swam in groups of five for l 0
minutes, using the backstroke, crawl
stroke, sidestroke, breast.Stroke, or a
combination.
After resting for 10 minutes,
they tread water for five minutes.
The cadecs had to wear a
waterborne uniform during the test,
which created a lot of drag when in
the water.
Next, the cadets also had
to successfully swim 15 meters
wearing all of their weapons and
equipment.
Once they completed chat, they
practiced removing their equipment
underwater.
The event was done by jumping
to the bottom of the pool's deep
end, removing the weapon and
swimming back up co the side of
the pool.
John Kennedy, a junior history
major, said the training prepared
him and the other students for any
water battle situation in which they
might fuid themselves.
"Everywhere you go, there is
water," he said.
The final event was the 3-mecer
drop.
The cadecs were blindfolded
and pushed off the diving board
backwards and told to find the side
of the pool.
They can remove the blindfold

aroun town
SUNDAY SPIRITUAL SERVICES
Lutheran Campus Ministry Worship
Time I 8 a.m.
Wesley United Methodist O'lurch Worship
Time I 8:30 a.m.
Baptist Collegiate Ministry Bible Study
ra.. I 9a.m.
JAY GIAllEC I THE DAILY EASTElll IEWS
ROTC members Seth Shafer, a sophomore industrial technology major,
and Bobby Frank, a junior sociology major, swim for 15 meters in full
military gear at a Mattoon pool on Thursday afternoon.

to swim co the s.ide of the pool.
Sgt. Bret Rogowicz cheered on
cadecs who were scared of the water

and were jumping off the board
backwards. He said the program
gives cadets a "sense of belonging."

Baptist Collegiate Ministry Worship
Time I 10:15 a.m.
Christian Campus House Worship
Time I 10:30 a.m.
Presbyterian Campus Ministry Worship
Time I 10:30 a.m.
Wesley United Methodist Church Worship
I 10:45 a.m.

Time

Newman Catholic Center Mass
Ti.!"e I 11 a.m.

,
•

Chinese Sex Toys Confiscated in
Vietnam

JAY GWIEC I THE DAILT WTEIUI MEWS
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A panel of Eastern students who have studied abroad talk about their experiences on Wednesday evening in Lumpkin Hall. The Study Abroad
program has organized programs in more than 40 countries.

'Those were the best days of our lives'
By Jay Grabiec
Photo Edit0<

Australia. Dublin. Spain. Japan.
Costa Rica.

Maastricht. South

Africa.
Where will studencs go? These

arc just a few of the many possible
destinations where Eastern students
can study abroad.
Studying abroad offers more
than a change of scenery and a
chance to ay weird food. StudentS
who study abroad find themsdves
with a new sense of independence
and an understanding of a culture
other than their own.
Some say that it is "the time of

my life."
Although many students find
the adjustment difficult at the
beginning of cheir trip, by the end
mosc wish that they could stay
longer.
Twenty-seven Eastern students
are studying overseas this semester
and taking classes that will either
count as general education credit

or for their specific fidds.
Emily Brueseke, coordinator
of the Office of Study Abroad,
has studied in Kenya, Ireland and
Guatemala, and is a huge advocate
of srudying abroad.
major course
"Taking a
overseas give you a totally diJferent
perspective on that subject,"
Brueseke said.
Phil
Sasser,
a
senior
communications majorwhostudied
in Cape Town, South Africa, cook
media classes that counted coward
his major.
Aside from completing some
classes during his trip, Sasser
bungee-jumped off the world's
highest commercial bungee jump
at the Bloukraus River Bridge and
sand board - the same place where
the movie "Flight of the Phoenix"
was filmed.
"It ended up being so much
better than I ever thought it would,"
Sasser said at a Study Abroad Panel
sponsored by the study abroad
office on Wednesday night.

Ac the panel discussion, twenty
people showed interest in studying
abroad.
Man Zigrossi, a freshman
undeclared major, was not sure if
he really wanted to travel, but the
panel convinced him.
"Maybe I'll go to Australia,"
Zigrossi said. •1 picture Australia as
having a nice climate. I want to go
through with it and actually go."
In 2005, the U.S. Senate
declared 2006 to be the year of
study abroad, so according co the
U.S. Senate, this is the year for
doing exactly that.
At Eastern there are cwo different
ways to study abroad. One option
is co go on a faculty-led trip.
In this option, a faculty member
leads a trip that includes different
scops, so students can see several
countries, rather than stay in the
same place for the whole trip.
If srudents would racher srudy
in one country and travel on their
own, then the more independent
program is the way to go.

In the independent programs,
studencs
pick
a
university
somewhere overseas and match up
their classes.
The srudy abroad office has
programs organized in more than
40 countries.
And if studencs don't like the
sdection, they can even set up a
destination of their own.
The study abroad Web site,
www.eiu.edu/ ~edabroad, displays
budgets for all the programs and
the coses of studying abroad, but
financial aid and loans can be used
ro hdp pay for a study abroad trip.
For most of the possible
destinations, the office has taken
into account plane tickets, room
and board and even spending
money.
For Justin Lopez, a junior
recreational education major, his
trip co Australia was one of the besc
times of his life.
"I stayed for four months, buc
wish I had stayed for a year," Lopa
said.

HANOI, Viemam -Authorities
in Vietnam's southern commercial
hub of Ho Chi Minh City seized
one ton of Chinese-made sex· coys,
aphrodisiacs and other sexual
stimulants, state-controlled media
reponed Friday.
Police and market inspectors
Thursday confiscated the illegal
shipment, which included more
than 10,000 tablecs of Viagra, sex
coys and sexual stimulants in the
form of cablecs, powder and liquid
hidden in a truckload of onions,
the Laborer newspaper said.
The newspaper quoted a truck
driver, Mai Ngoc Hoang. as saying
he was hired to cranspon the goods
from the northern province of
Lang Son bordering China co Ho
Chi Minh City.
Hoang was detained for
police are
questioning and
investigating the case, the repon
said
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ISSUE I Drawbacks should be
considered when inviting new
industry into Coles County.

SHOT AT
INDUSTRY
DESERVES
ANALYSIS
As small towns try to make chc
adjustment in a society shifting from a
manufacturing economy to a scrviccbased one, any hint of production jobs
can create a shiver of excitement.
Right now, Coles County is in the
grips of hopes that three major projcas
will find their way to the area and infuse
the region with always-needed jo~
All these jobs arc related to the current
innovation jour. alternative energy
sources.
The big prize is FuturcGcn, a power
plan that bums coal but gives off no
emissions because they arc sent into the

g[O~~~~.~~arc

~,ales fiC.iOry that would

convcn coal into diesel fud.
These would all be great, but the
hype and hope outweigh the hdp.
We arc in competition for Furun:Gcn
with both Tuscola and two Texas towns
that arc right in the area where the
president of the United States lives.
The same president who is backing the
project to begin with. We keep insisting
our science will win the day. One bas
to wonder if those who arc hoping that
arc accually familiar with our president's
regard for science.
Coal-to-diesel conversion is a great
idea, but one that could become useless
if the desin:s to find alcernativc fuels and
fight global warming come about.
Ethanol plants arc only profitable
as long as the government continues to
heavily subsidize ethanol production.
One of the thinp Furun:Gcn
is demanding is indemnity from
lawsuits resulting from emissions they
theoretically will never have. Perhaps
they will never need it, but is anyone
asking why chis is so important to them?
These arc all potentially good projects
that could hdp the community. But
they arc not can't-miss scenarios.
In chc race to fall all over ourselves
giving chem cax credits and ocher
incentives that will eat into the very
economic benefit wc arc hoping to
reap, let's have a little more healthy
skepticism. It will pay off in the long
run.

.. ········· .............. .
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The DaHy Eastern News editorial board.
Padl the Opinion's ecltor at

••. .........tc,••
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It can be 'all Greek' to you
University family. Joining a fraternity or
To be Greek or not to be Greek?
sorority is not just a four year experience,
This is a common question many
but an opponunity for a lifetime.
srudents ask at the beginning of each
One of che thin~ chat make joining a
academic year here at Eastern Illinois
grcck organi2ation special is the oath chat
University. It is an important question and
one that should be weighed carefully as each we take upon joining our fraternities and
sororities.
of us think about how wc want to be sewn
Fraternities and sororities have been a
into the social &bric of Eastern's community.
•
part of the university experience nationwide
With almost a quarter of the studcnt
for over 200 years and no matter what
body dedicated to their rcspcctivc Greek
language used by the founders of the variety
organizations it is a great idea to check out
of fraternities and sororities in writing
all that a fraternity or sorority membership
their membership oaths of obligation,
may provide to you as wc cdcbrate over
members who live up to these expectations
75 years of grcck Ufc at Eastern Illinois
arc
committed to being strong students,
University. I cannot think of a better time
to being strong servants of the community
to get involved in a fraternity and sorority
and to being stt0ng role models in their
bcrc ai Eastern. We c:enainly have a lot to
behavior.
be proud of and wc hope that you will find
In deciding if membership in a &aternity
a home here at Eastern within the Greek
or
sorority
is right for you, wc hope that
community.
you will ask plenty ofquestions and find
After six consecutive years of being
out what each fraternity or sorority can
RCOgDizcd with national honors as well as
provide you in not only CIQting a great
the top awards at the Mid-America Gn:ck
social nccwork bcrc at Eastern, but bow each
Council Association's annual comcntion,
organization can hdp provide you with a
Eastem's fraternity and sorority community
great foundation for your future c:arccr.
is looked to as leaders among leaders across
Do not be lead astray by sten:Otypcs or
the United States.
feeling that in order to be a member of a
With chis distinaion comes a
fraternity or sorority that you must be the
responsibility to lead. We do not take chis
Ufc
of the party.
responsibility lightly.
In
&ct, we arc not looking for members
The leaders of the Eastern grcck
who will build upon the image that
community comprising the Intcrfratcmity
Council, the National Pan·HdJenic Council frarernity and sorority life is about being the
M1V or •old School• stem>typcs.
and the Panhdlenic Council have put forth
We arc looking for students who want
a challenge to the members of all fraternities
to make a positive difference for the
and sororities to live up to the values and
Eastern community and to become leaders
standards each member stated within their
as undergraduates and as leaders in their
oath of mcmbcrship upon their i.bitiation.
mpcaivc communities upon graduation.
It is c:xpcctcd that all members of
Our grcck community is suong and
fraternities and sororities suivc to do their
wc
arc excited about the new additions
best academically and as leaders on campus
to the community this coming year. We
in all aspects of the university community.
It is also cxpcctcd that those who do not live arc celebrating new fraternity and sorority
chapters that have rcc:cndy joined Eastern
up to their fraternity or sorority's standards
bas well plenty of fraternities and sororities
arc confronted by their fellow &atcrnal
brothers and sisters for making poor choices. that have been on our campus for many
years.
I challenge each of you to seek out
So, with that, I hope you enjoy your
leadership opponunities on our campus
experience
at Eastern; that you find a
including the Student Government, the
leadership opponunity that fits your goals
University Programming Board. becoming
for success and that you will take the time to
a resident aaistant, an orientation leader or
find out if grcck Ufc is
even joining one of the over 150 srudent
right for you!
organizations offered at Eastern.
In particular, I encourage you to look
into one of over 300 leadership positions
IOI
offered within our own grcck community.
Even upon graduating from Eastern, our
DUDOlSll
grcck alumni members stay in rouch, stay
involved and always remember that they ~
still an integral pan of our Eastern Winois
Bob Oudolski Is director of Greek Life at

Eastern.

Karr affair
heightens
news race
Some wonder why people don't trust
the media.
And then situations like the Jon
Benet Ramsey murder pop up and it all
makes sense.
There seemed to be a break in the
10-yca,,r-old case on Aug. 16. It was
announced that John Karr was picked
up after an apparent confession to the
murder.
Wait, it wasn't John Karr. It was John
Mark Karr. More on that later.
Anyway, the murder of the 6-yearold beauty queen - yes, a 6-year-old
beauty queen - has been one of the most
famous unsolved murders in the last 15
years.
For the police to announce such a
huge breakthrough was definitdy news.
So every 24-hour news channd,
righty or lefty, broke into coverage
to announce that chc murderer had
been found. The arrest was analyzed
by •experts; which, in this case, is a
euphemism for lawyer.
While deaths continued to mount
in Iraq, Sudan and anywhere else there
arc people we don't care about, the Jon
Benet case was pushed to the top of the
news list.
The rich girl's murder had been
solved. But not so fast.
A day after the arrest, some channels
began tempering their accusations by
saying the circumstances behind the
supposed confessions were a little hazy.
Again, the media was in such a hurry
to beat the other guy - a disease in
media that will never be cured because it
is a cornerstone of getting ratings, which
pay the bills - that they rushed out, told
a story and were slightly burned later
on.
Call it the Jennifer Wdbanks
Syndrome. Wdbanks was the runaway
bride who was kidnapped by a Mexican.
No, wait. lhat wasn't her.
She was the sd6sh woman who
was tired of her relationship so she ran
away and rather than own up to it, she
blamed it on a kidnapping.
At least that's what they said on TY.
l.oft:d it when they tried to turn
it into a deep emotional commentary
on women who got cold feet before a

wedding.
So the media picked up the John

Mark Karr.
It doesn't cvcn sound right to

call him John Karr because almost
immcdiatdy after authorities picked
him up. be was referred to as John Mark

Karr.
Why the tbrcc names?
Because killers arc always identified
by three names.
Lee Harvey Oswald, John Wayne
Gacy, James Earl Ray and now John
Mark Karr.
The problem is there bas been little
usable evidence to show that Karr killed
Jon Benet Ramsey.
In &ct, on Aug. 28, prosecutors
chose not to pursue charges.
The news media is built on beating
the next guy to the story.
Perhaps it should be built on getting
the story right before reponing the
news. Only then will the media regain
che respect it used to have.

MARCO
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Changes forcing students to make adjustments
By Sarah Whitney

scudenc financial aid Jan. 1.
News Editor
"Ic's for the good of the students, so even if
its nor timely, chat's whac's important to us,"
Some students may have noticed a change Zieren said about how rhe office adjusted ro
in their Expected Family Contribution.
the new formula.
On February 8, 2006, President Bush
The change did nor affecr the office a loc,
signed cbe Higher Education Reconciliation said Zieren, because of the way the office
Acr of 2005, also known as HERA, which processes studenc aid. Instead of requiring
made significant changes ro the Higher each scudenc co bring their Scudent Aid
Education Ace of 1965.
Repon co cbe office, a program is run to
Changes were made to the formula used retrieve students' data.
ro calculace whether a srudenr qualified for an
"We had pulled in some (students') files
aucomaric zero Expected Family Contribution before rhe dace of enactment so a small group
on their Free Applicarion for Federal Student of scudenrs were affected," she said.
Aid.
Therefore, only scudenrs' aid char had been
Before HERA, rhe most a srudenc's processed by the office before ic was notified
adjusted gross income could be and still of the change was affecred. To adjust for the
qualify for federal student aid was $16,000. new formula, the office jusr reprocessed the
HERA increased that number ro $20,000.
affecred srudencs' aid.
"le was a beneficial change," said Jone
Two new grants were also created through
Zieren, direcror of che Office of Financial HERA: che Academic Competitiveness Granc
Aid. Dianna Ensign, associace direcwr of and the National Science and Mathematics
financial aid, agreed with her. Ensign bandies Access co Retain Talent Granr or National
any questions abouc EFC.
SMART Granr. Zieren said while ic's noc
The changes of HERA weren't so simple for coo lace for students co apply for chese rwo
financial aid offices. Normally when a change grams, the office received federal procedures
is made involving federal financial aid, the for applying late. Therefore, che office is
changes do noc apply until che following year. still working on the application procedures
This rime the changes for che EFC went inco for students. The Financial Aid Office will
effect July 1, which could be problematic for contact by letter students who are eligible by
colleges and universiries chat begin processing Occober, she said.

I

11HERA also created a new student
aid grant program called the
Academic Competitiveness Grant
(ACG).
Congress has provided funding
and·the grants are available for the
112006-2007 award year. First-year
undergraduate students will be eligible
to receive up to $750. Second-year
undergraduate students will be eligible to
'receive
up to $1,300. The ACG eligibility
1
criteria are listed below:

To be eligiltle for a11 ACG eac•
academic par, a studellt
Be a U.S. citizen

II

••t:

Be Federal Pell Grant eligible

II

:: Be enrolled full-time in a degree
11program

l

I

Be enrolled in the first or second
academic year of his or her programof
study at a two-year or four-year degree'granting institution .
Have completed a rigorous high

school program of study (after January
1, 2006, if a first-year student, and
after January 1, 2005, if a second year
student);

If a first-year student, not have 6een
previously enrolled in an undergraduate
program; and
•
If a second-year student, have at least
a cumulative 3.0 grade point average on
a 4.0 scale for the first academic year.
-Taken from FAFSA on the Web's
section on HERA

National SMART Grants also
available
The National SMART Grant is a
$4,000 award to third and fourth years
students who are pursing a four-year
degree with a major in computer science,
engineering, foreign language, life
science, mathematics, pfl~ical science,
technology and multidisciplinary studies
including the above.
-US. Department of Education,
Federal Student Aid

U.S. military wants to crack down on payday
lenders that charge soldiers high irlferest

·"·"M

The Associated Press •
SAN DIEGO - With a family
to feed and no money for groceries,

Navy Yeoman 2nd Class Damon
Laforce recently did something the
military is trying co crack down on:
He went co one of the many paydaylending businesses near his base for
an instant loan.
Essentially, he borrowed against
his next paycheck: After showing his
military ID and a proof of address,
Laforce wrote the lender a postdated
check for $300. Five minutes later,
che sailor walked out with $255
cash in his pockec.
"le was easy," LaForce said.
The $45 charge for bis two-week
loan would amount co an annual
interest rate of a staggering 459
percent.
Worried that too many members

of the military are falling to vicrirn
to ruinous interest rates and getting
inco deep financial trouble, che
Pentagon is backing an effort in
Congress co slap a narionwide cap
of 36 percent on payday loans co
troops. An increasing number of
states are raking steps, too.
In a report released Augusr, the
Defense Department estimared
225,000 service members - or 17
percent of the military - use payday
loans. The Center for Responsible
Lending, a nonprofit group seeking
stricter industry con trols, says chat
one in five service members rook
out such a loan in 2004, and chat
someone who borrows $325 pays an
average of $800 in charges.
In che six weeks after he borrowed
from a payday lender, Laforce was
short again, so he renewed ic once,
then took ouc anocher loan ro pay

off che firsc. Toca! cosr: $150 for a vulnerable to bribery.
"An individual under excessive
$255 advance.
"You are noc doing a service co an financial stress is subjecr co bis ..,~l"Jl!!Wl~ll!!P.11!11!!
individual who is already short on integricy being compromised,"
cash, so he's living not jusc paycheck Patton said. "Almosc every case
co paycheck, but from almost of espionage in our military has ~~~
paycheck to almost paycheck," in some way had ties to financial
said Cape. Mark D. Patton, the greed or need on the pare of the
commanding officer for Naval Base individual."
Point Loma in San Diego, where
Panon said since 2000, the
La.Force is stationed.
number ~f sailors and Marines
Patton said the Navy is worried barred rrom deployment because
that payday loans are contributing of financial problems has climbed
co the surge in the number of 1,600 percent.
sailors who cannot be sent into
ducy overseas because of financial ...---T-h_e_B_l_a_c_k_Kni
__.g_h_ts_.....,
problems.
Under Navy rules, sailors whose
" It is not the critic who counts,
debts are more chan 30 percent
not the man w ho points out how
of their income cannot be sent the strong man stumbles, or where
overseas, because cheir financial the doer of deeds could have done
them better. The credit belongs
problems could distract them from
their duties or, W'1rse, make them
to the man who is actually in the
arena. whose face is marred by
dust and sweat and blood, who
strives valiantly, who errs and
comes short again and again
because there is no effort without
Thursday, but winds were gusting co
error and short comings, who
20 mph. Authorities said conditions
knows the great devotion, who
were improving.
spends himself in a worthy cause,
Weacher conditions were bercer
who at best in the end knows the
at a wildfire in Washington.
high achievement of triumph, and
Wet and cool weacher helped
who at worst, if he fails while darslow the growth of a large wildfire
WILL ROGERS THEATRE
ing greatly, knows his place shall
CHARLESTON-1 ·BOO·FANDANGO 1556 #
in southeascern Washington and
s 2 .1s - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
winds spawned by a cold fronr never be with those timid and cold
SJ.SO - ALL EVEHING SHOWS
souls who know neither victory
helped push some smaller fires back
HOWTIMES FOR SEPT l - 7
nor defeat."
on chemsdves, buc a windy forecasc
-Theodore Rooseveltmay make the reprieve shore-lived.
IRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN (PG
The 67,000-acre fire complex in
3)
AILY 6:30 FRI - SUN 9:40 SAT
the Blue Mountains was 20 percent -A Combat Veterans AllianceMONMAT2:00
contained, and 1,175 firefighters
Supporting the transition
VlCE(R)
were on che job. But a wanner, drier
to student life.
AILY 7:00 FRI- SUN 9:50
weather forecast, wich highs rising
ContactEric J. NeIBon
AT- MON MAT 2: ts
into che 90s by Sunday, could refuel
(847) 975-3936
the blaze.

Wildfire in Montana grows
The Associated Press

BIG TIMBER, Mont. - A
wildfire has burned 20 houses and
15 ocher buildings and continued
to spread in southern Montana,
officials said Thursday.
The wildfire was abour 156,000
acres, or about 244 square miles.
Fire officials had issued
evacuation orders for abouc 250
homes in Stillwacer and Sweet Grass
counties.
Authorities said chey didn't know
when people would be able co rerurn
co cheir homes.
N umerous
risks
remained,
including downed power lines and
burned crees that could fall ac any

time.
"I know you want co gee inco
your homes," said Stillwater Councy
Undersheriff Woody Claunch. "I
wane you there, coo. Bue ir's my
responsibilicy co keep you safe."
Officials were bringing in che
Narional Guard co scaff road blocks.
The Red Cross set up a shelcer ac che
councy fairgrounds in Columbus,
about 36 miles southeast of Big
Tlffiber.
Evacuee Pat Kamos, a former
volunteer firefighter, lefc his home
with some family mementos buc
left mosc of his bdongings behind.
He said, "The winds picked up
yescerday, and all hell broke loose."
Temperatures
were
cooler

1
;
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help wanted

•

help wanted

f •'

for rent

Are you looking for a part-

The New Rockome is hiring

2 BR Apartment on the square.

time evening position in a fun,

waiters and waitresses for its

Partially furnished.

professional office abnosphere?

newly

Ruffalo

Westaff

restaurant.

is

Applications are available at

seeking professional telephone

the Rockome office or on-line

fundraisers Flexible scheduling,

at www.rockome.com.

weekly

Cody/

renovated

paychecks;

evenings;

Return

part-time

applications in person-Monday

no "cold calling"

through Friday, April 10-14. Call

required. StopbyWestaffat651
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

trash paid.

lease.

Call 345-

4336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 918
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediatly call for
details ContactJen348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

person Central air, w/d, garage.
No

Welcome Back Studentsl We'll

Water and

AVAIL IMMEO large apt, 1 or 2

(217)268-4106.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

for sale

help you open the door to a

pets

345-7286

New

www.expresspersonnel.com

bedrooms and 2 baths, central

Or Call 217-234-2211 Express

air, some appliances, carpet on

Washer/Dryer, stove, refrigerator,

floor, venician blinds. Call 345-

central ail, furnance.

Services

Helping

3

LOCATION.

new career. Apply online at

Personnel

home:

www.

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT

madallion

4207.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

People Succeed!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911
Models Needed Male or female

BEER Light.s/Mirrors Cati 345-

LEASE & RENT NEGOTIABLE.
5 bedroom house.

All newl
low

utilities. Trash included.

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

5888

Extremely Close to Campus.

for Fall 2006 semester. To apply,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1

Across

from

Lantz.

Furnished.

Lawson Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

Set. Still in plastic. Cost $ 900

lowered

sell at $195. Call 217-649-1015.

Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FT or PT Direct Service Personnel

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/6

to

assist

individuals

300

lost & found

Oalty Irving skills ana indrvrdual
for

self

motivated

candidates who will advocate

for

Grantview

BR Apts available for second

tlt::vclopmt:nldl dbdbililit<!> with

Looking

Today

Rates.

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

with

training goals in group homes.

Call

Fully

Pillow top Queen Size Matress

Offic~

~C'mt'Ster

Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ 00

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.

6 bedroom house close to

To retrieve tape go to Old Main

campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living
rooms, Large Kitchen.

Room2010.

BK HILTllEl I THE DAILY WTERll IEWS
Freshman Andy Masters and sophomore Adam Schneider perform Thursday night as part
of the University Board's Open Mic Night in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. For the complete story, go to www.dennews.com.

DeKalb smoking ban in effect
BJ AIH

EdriH

Northern Star (Northern lll"inois University)

Call 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

models for life drawing classes

come to the Art

I OPEN MIC NIGHT

Stove,

{U-WJRE) DEKALB - With DeKalb's
smoking ban going into effect Friday,
smokers will have to leave indoor smoking
sections for their relaxing, after-meal smoke
and venture outside restaurants.
Baker's Square is accepting chc city's ban,
and will adhere co the regulations set fonh
by che ciry.
"There's nothing we can do; jusr comply.
We aren't expecting any change in our
customers," said John McCormick, manager
of the restaurant.
'TI1e Junccion Eating Place isn't worried
about rhe ban's introduction, either.
"Customers come in for the food, not
to smoke," said nighr manager George
Bahramis.
Ocher
area
eateries
are
more
apprehensive.

"We will sec how business goes," said
George Broches, manager of Spring Gardens
restaurant.
The House Cafe wcnc smoke-free in May,
earlier than the ban required, and business
hasn't changed.
"We still have the same crowd. Smokers
go outside to smoke," said assistant manager
Li2.ettc GonzalC'L.
"We have an outside cafc wich tables and
chairs for smokers."
Gonzalez said chc ban had more positive
effects than the cafe originally anticipated.
"It's been working our," Gonzalez said.
"The smoking ban hasn't affected us as much
as we chought."
Junior history major Brian Donahue is
not in favor of the smoking ban.
"I don't like ic. !e's kind of ridiculous.
Ir could be hazardous, but it's my choice,"
Donahue said.
Donahue also is against the ban from a
historical perspective.

refngerator, washer and dryer.
for the needs of individuals with

Available for the 06-07 school

developmental disabilities. Stutts

Lost· One V.ld Earing. Go to

year

available on evenings, overnights

?010 in Old Main to retrieve this

poteeterentals.com or 217-345-

or early morning.

item.

1or more

info

www.

5088

_________ oo

Must be at least 18 years old w/
HS diploma or GEO. Requires

Lost: Pair of Black Reading

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

oi

glasses. Go to Records Office in

bath, Large bedrooms completely

successful
criminal

completion
background

check.

remodeled new carpet, stove,

Old Main Rm. 1220.

relrigerator. Enclosed back porch

Requires vahd driver's license
with satisfactory driving record.
Must be available weekends and

and dining room. Available for

•

the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or

holidays. Apply in person: CTF,

Sublessor needed immediately.

521 7th St., Charleston www.

1817 9th St. Unit 2. Has W/D &

217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ctfillinois.org

Dishwasher. $260 monthly. Call

SAVE

708-602-5277
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1
CAMPUS

MARKITING

REP

campus during fall semester.
$10.00 per hour, plus bonuses.
Flexible

hours.

For

more

information call: 8881839/3385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1
OPENINGS!

IMMEDIATE

Customer Service& Sales Agents
needed.

Partime

roommates

Rommate needed. Fully furnished
3 bedroom apt. lg. kitchen
pakring available. Laundry room

ROOMS,

STORAGE
TO

SPACE

UNIVERSITY.

PARKING

AVAILABLE.343-

8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR RENT -Parking spaces 1523
3rd St. $25.00 per/mo.345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

largebedrooms, close to campus.

751

815-252-6542

APARTMENT AVAILABLE. NO

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

PETS. WATER AND TRASH

6TH

ST.

BDRM

PAID. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Long-

term great Opportunity. APPLY
TODAY

~ ~

evenings,

$7/hour + commission.

MONEY-NEWLY

NEXT

NEEDED. Looking for outgoing,
motivated student to market on

f• '

Internet addiction on the rise

for rent

@CONSOLIDATED

1430

1/2

9TH

AFFORDABLE.

ST.

4

VERY
BDRM

MARKET RESPONSE 700 Lincoln

4 Bedroom Home. Close to

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT 1 1/2

Ave, Charleston. Office hours M-

campus, w/ central air, W/D.

BATHS OFF STREET PARKING.

F 8A-6P. 639-1135
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

$225 month. Call 549-2060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

By Laura Braun
The Dally Vidette (llfiroois State University)

(U-WIRE) NORMAL - Alcoholi~ have
booze, drug addiccs have cocaine, and college
students have Facebook. Just when scudencs
found a carefree activity co occupy themselves
for chose 45 minuces between classes, a new
addiction has surfaced. Internet addiction
is on the rise and college-age srudcnrs are ar
risk.
According co Bryan Dcnurc, clinical
coordinator for the Illinois lnstirucc of
Addiction Recovery, Inccmcc addiction is
not something you can boil down co a couple
of hours.
One thing is the amount of hours being
spent onlinc, bur more so is looking ac the
consequences.
"We cry to evaluate what some of the
problem areas arc. Arc they becoming further
and further preoccupied? Arc they having
uoublc controlling the amount of time they
i.pcnd on the Internet? Arc they intending to
get off in a short period of time, but then
can't?" Dcnurc asked.
Though moSt srudcncs might nor be
turning their entire lives over to the hypnotic
glow of their compuccr screens, an electronic
addiction is bard co deny. The amount of
scudencs on cellular phones and personal
digital assistants has grown tremendously
over the pasc few years.
As technology develops, so does the
affordability of advanced phones, such as the
T-Mobile Sidekick.
The Sidekick offers a full keyboard,
which makes e-mailing, inseam messaging,
Web browsing and "HipTop" blogging
much more efficient. The phone also offers

a camera with flash and organizational tools
co fie rhe lifestyles of'socialires in training' or
any other intensely busy people.
But what can begin as a simple reliance
on Incernec accessibility can develop into
something far more serious. The warning
signs oflncernec addiction include becoming
preoccupied with thoughts of using che
computer and becoming dishonest about
acrual time spent on the computer.
For most Internee addiccs, chc most
alarming sign becomes apparent when
Internet usage begins to affect other aspects
of their lives negatively.
"There arc clicncs heavily involved in
onlinc gaming. They spend significant
amounts of time with it and make an
invescmcnt. Some people ger caught up in
chat rooms and certainly pornography. The
Inccmct has a wide variety of access co a lot
of things," Dcnure said.
The worse kind of Internet addiction
crosses over into ocher kinds of addictions.
"Someone who startS o ut using cocaine
can develop a cocaine problem. Cocaine takes
center stage in their life. Just because someone
is using the Internet doesn't mean that they're
addicted co it,• Denurc said. "That being said,
if we do determine chat there is an addiction
to the Internet char crossed over into other
areas like pornography, we have to see if they
got into it after they goc involved with the
lntcrnec. It is kind of a cross addiction."
Repercussions oflnccrnct addictions may
not be as initially facal as a drug or alcohol
addiction.
"I haven't heard anything about
medication for lnccmcc addiction, but there
arc chings for impulse control. You can use
Prozac for the depression aspcccs. Therapy is
an important component," he said.
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Ernesto builds toward hurricane strength
The Assooated Press

WILMINGTON, N.C. Tropical
Storm Ernesto picked up steam
with surprising speed in the warm
waters of the Atlantic and built
toward hurricane strength Thursday
as ic swirled toward the Carolinas,
forcing the closing of pores and
campgrounds.
Virginia's governor declared a
state of emergency and hundreds

of Nacional Guardsmen were
activated rhere and in the Carolinas.
Forecasters issued a hurricane watch
for the northern half of the South
Carolina coast and che southern
portion of the North Carolina
shore.
Ernesto was expected co come
ashore late Thursday near che South
Carolina-North Carolina line.
By midafternoon, its northern
edge brought rain to the states'
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Gut feeling
12 Landmark Paris
church La
_·Chapelle
15 Popular game
on TV
16 #4 for Boston
17 Burned up
18 Was fast ... or
wasn't fast
19 Cipher org.
2D Bowmen's
implements
21 Computer
character set
23 It's sickening
25 Polynesian
carving
27 Diorama
28 Misses in
Spain: Abbr.
30 Long shot
32 Talk over?
34 Family tree word
35 Casting need
36 Opposite of down
4-0 Leaves alone
42 A Chaplin
43 Tease
45 Nipper
46 Movie producer?
49 _ Secretary
53 Bob in the Rock
and Roll Hall of
Fame
54 Hardly Mr
Personality
56 Movie character
whose first name
is Julius
57 Welcome, in a
phrase
58 G.M. and G.E.
60 Rubber-stamps

BOONDOCKS

61 Computing·
TabulatingRecording Co.,

today
62 "Pink Cadillac·
singer, 1988
66 "This ls a
Montague, our
_·:"Romeo and
Juliet"
67 Like what a
person likes
68 Country
singer England
and others
69 Parts of medical
checkups

eastern counties, and its winds were
70 mph. just shore of the 74 mph
threshold for a hurricane. Ics winds
increased steadily through the day
from around 40 mph overnight as
the storm drew energy from the
warm water.
"In che world of meteorology, it's
just one surprise after another," said
Tom Matheson, a meteorologist
with the National Weather Service
in 'Wilmington.

No. 0721
who graduated
from Princeton
at 16
36 Part of an
egotist's self·
description
37 Romantic
38Theymay
produce
checks
39 Set down
41 Bottom line
44 Material
47 William
Herschel
discovery of

52 Wanders
55 Bluenose
59 Broadway
"score•
63 Quick

64 Rocky peak

The Associated Press

65 A.L Central

STOCKHOLM, Sweden - The
United Scaces, Europe and the Gulf
states pledged nearly $1 billion
Thursday to help Lebanon recover
from a crippling war between
Israel and Hczbollah guerrillas,
doubling chc amount sought by an
international donors' conference.
Critics said icwould bedifficultto
sidescep Hczbollah when delivering
aid to southern Lebanon.
"I don't think chis will help
Lebanon in the long term," said
Middle Ease expert Magnw NorelJ
of the Swedish Defense Research
Agency.
"There is only one actor in
southern Lebanon char can hand.le
aid, and char's Hczbollah," he
added.
World donors who had gathered
for the: conference in Stockholm
pledged $940 million in early
reconsrruction aid - nearly cwice
the $500 million carger set by

team, on a
scoreboard

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1781

DOWN
1 Smarts
2 Wound tighter
3 Rural vehicle
4_tai
5Come_
surprise
6 Swindler
7 Dreadful
8 Like a lot of the
U.S. oil reserves
9 Chicago
setting: Abbr.
1o Laugh sound
11 Frequent fearure
of Emily Dickinson
poetry
12 One who might
win a spelling
competition
13 Chnstmas tree
circler, perhaps
14 Two-time U.S.
Open champion
22 Boxed game
equipment
24 Entered the pool?
26 Burned up
29 -eel, e.g.: Abbr.
31 Stay fresh

48 Magazine
holders
50 Shows
excitement
(over)
51 Band on foot?
2
3
4
s
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In his opening speech, Lebanon's
Prime Minister Fuad Saniora told
delegates chat 15 years of postwar
development had been wiped ouc by
"Israel's deadly military machine"
in a matrer of days.
The direct damage of the conflict
was in the "billions of dollars,"
while the indirect COSl including
lose tourism and industry revenue
would cost billions more, Saniora
said.
HC'Zbollah is already offering
hundreds of millions of dollars in
aid - most ofic apparently promised
by Iran.
And there arc fears in the West
chat, unless donor countries provide
significant amounts, sympathy for
Hczbollah, Iran and Islamic radicals
will grow dramatically.
Hczbollah
leader
Hassan
Nasrallah has said che money the
group is spending on rebuilding
is not linked to any polirical
condirions.

o'Qe

I AARON McGRUDER

~~\l.. ...

scrength on Sunday, but lost much
of its punch crossing mountainous
eastern Cuba and was a tropical
scorm of abouc 45 mph by the time
ic blew ashore in Florida on Tuesday
nighc. le weakened further as it
moved over the state.
No immediate evacuations were
ordered in the Carolinas, though
both scares urged residents co keep
abreast of forecasts and obey any
instructions co get out of danger.

Donors pledge millions
to rebuild Lebanon

Edited by Will Shortz
33 Vice president

Ernesto's wind was less a concern
chan rhe threat of flooding. Parts
of North Carolina were already
drenched by thunderstorms char
began Wednesday. Ernesto was
expected to bring half a foor of rain
to some areas.
"We need some rain around here
- jusc not all at once," said Jean
Evans, a convenience store worker
on North Carolina's Holden Beach.
Emesro briefly reached hurricane

news
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I WEST NILE VIRUS

West Nile is still a major threat

JAY C1A11K I TIE DAILY EASTBI llWS
Foreman at the Waste and Water Management Plant and Eastern alum Doyle Bailey sprays for mosquitoes outside of the the plant on Thursday evening. "In the latter part of the summer,
the mosquito population increases which means more cases of the virus," said Melaney Arnold, spokesperson for the Illinois Department of Public Health.

West llile cases
reaching Z002 record
high, with two more
dead in the state

f!1El.6JIEY QllOLD I lLLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SPOKESPERSON
"In the latter part of the summer, the mosquito population increases, which
means more cases of the virus."

BJ Oris Essig
Staff reporter

On August 22, a 68-ycar-old
man from eastern Will County was

officially diagnosed with West Nile
virus, the first in the county.
The man had been hospitalized
since August 9 with symptoms
ranging from fever, headaches,
diarrhea, and an altered mental
State.
Not even 24 hours lacer the man
was pronounced dead.
No additional information
regarding the man has been
given co the Will County Health
Dcpamncnt, said spokesman Vic
Reaco.
Nine days later a man from Bond
County in his lace 80s became the
second fatality to the disease.
These instances arc startling proof
that the virus can strike anywhere,
at any time, and can produce fual
rcsultS.
Adding co this conviction, 44
additional Illinoisans have been
confirmed carriers of the virus since
the beginning of August, raising the
number of human cases in 2006 to
49.
While the cases arc well nonh of
us, West Nile has spread Ukc a wild
fire and this is the time of the year
that ls docs.
"In the latter part of the
summer, the mosquito population
increases, which means more cases
of the virus," said spokesperson for
the Illinois Department of Public
Health, Mclaney Arnold.
The infection of horses and
humans usually begins in July and
continues through September,
of Coles
County
Director

Environrnenral Health Dan Stretch
said.
No cases have been found in
Coles County since 2002, but
Arnold agreed that it would rake
only one case ro poison the well
"Wccred mosquitoes arc across
the scare and their numbers arc
approaching the level they were in
2002; Arnold said.
In 2002 the fim infected person
in Illinois' history was discovered
and by the end of the year Illinois
had more cases (884) and deaths
(67) than any other state in the
nation.
Doyle Bailey, foreman for
Charlescon's Sewage Tm1anent
Plant, is fully aware of the risk and
he, along with the city ofCharleston,
rake a number of precautionary
measures to prevent outbreaks in
the area.
Bailey said that they spray fow
times a week, have sprayed every
week since May, and will continue
to until the first frosc. He has
been doing it for 29 years, and the
treatment plant has been doing it
for much longer, Bailey sa.id.
The ucacment plant also testS
sdccccd areas by placing buckctS of
water.
These buckctS arc filled with
grass, leaves, weeds and such co foul
the waccr.
Mosquitoes thrive on dirty
water.
Bailey and his co-workers then
check the water periodically for
larva.
If they arc 6 to 8, it's hardly
worth thinking rwice about, but if
there are a couple hundred, the foot
work begins.
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Avoid being outdoors when mosquitoes are most active, especiaUy between dusk and dawn.

•

When outdoors, wear shoes and socks. long pants and a long-sleeved shirt. and apply insect
repellent that includes DEET, picaridln or ol d lemon eucalyptus according to label instructions. Consult
a
tpefore using repellerDen infara.

r
•

Make sure doors and windows have tight-fitting saeens. Repair or replace saeens that have
tears or other openings. Try to keep doors and windows shut. especially at night

•

Elminate al sources d standi1g water that can support mosquito breeding, Including water In
bird baths, ponds, flowerpots. waclng pools. old tires and af'I other receptades. In comnu1ities where
1here are organized mosquito control pR9llnS. contatt}OW M'lidpal govermient to report areas of
mgnant water in roadside ditches, flooded yards and similar locations that may produce mosquitoes.

-llhis Department of Public Health
"We check tin cans, crash cans,
swimming pools, bird baths in the
area [near the test site]," Bailey
said.
If Bailey finds a potential
breeding ground for mosquicocs, he
informs the resident.
"Few people don't want to do
anything about it," Bailey said.
Bailey also noted a few hot spotS
in Charleston for mosquicocs.
The gullies and the surrounding
houses near Stoncrs Drive "arc hell
to keep up with" and the softball
and baseball diamonds off Division
attract more "nuisance mosquitoes"
than mosquicoes with Wcsc Nile.
BaiJey said.
"Always rake precautions and
preventive measwes because there
is no way of knowing if a mosquito

is infected with the disease," said
Diana Stenger, a registered nurse
for the Coles County health
department.
"It has the potential to be a nasty
ourhrca.lc," Bailey said.
The faa that the causalities were
senior citizens is also no surprise.
"Older people tend co have more
compromised immune systems
and may be suffering &om ocher
illnesses, like respiracory problems
or heart disease, and when chey
are bit the bites are more serious."
Arnold said.
Once the summer winds down
and slips in fall and winter, Wcsc Nile
becomes less and less prevalent.
Bur considering this is the
thriving time of the year for the
disease college srudentS should note

simple tactics co keep those pesky
mosquitoes at bay, even ifthey aren't
affected with the disease.
"Reduce standing water which
typically forms around old tires and
buckets. If you have a bird bath
or something with a catch pool,
change the water once a week so
the water doesn't become stagnant;
Arnold said.
recommended
Arnold also
repellent, wearing long pants and
shirts (when the weather permjcs
it) and remain indoors from dusk
ro dawn when mosquirocs are most
active.
"Using DEET (an insca
repellent chemical) and making
sure screens are repaired can also
reduce the number of mosquitoes,·
Stenger said.
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Changing majors as they
change their minds, college
st udents use their experience
to find out who they want to
be.
BJ StacJ Smith
Verge reporter

Students come from near and far in search
of a college educarion. Bur some don'r realize
they'll gain much more.
Perhaps ir's the sense of freedom or the
maturing in age as a few (or many) years fly
by while srudents scare co discover what is
irnponanc co chem and begin co receive the
feeling of sdf-accomplishmenc.
Robert Augustine, dean of che graduate
school, believes some srudencs know what
they want to focw on, but don't realize the
different opportunities they arc given.
With endless opporrunities, many
srudents decide to change their major
throughout their college career.
·scudents take that interest and rum it
inco a passion: Augustine said. ·srudcnts
discover how to maximize their strengths
when they come to college."
He said every department has many
opporrunities to get involved.
But srudcnts arc challenged wjch
clifficulc decisions, and they may not gee co
experience aU they want to in only a few
years.
"Campuses listen co students to provide
many opportunities," Augustine said. "But
ic's hard because students are under a lot of
pressure co decide what they want co do with
so many opportunities."
With so many options available, it is
common for a student co vary in their ideal
career choice.
"Most students change their major at least
once," said Monica Zeigler, assistanc direccor
of academic advising.
She thinks mosc srudencs switch majors
because chey arc nor aware of what goes into
the major of thac. particular career.
"1 think it's healthy and don't wane
students co stop changing majors," Zeigler
said. "They need to test the waters for
themselves."
On che ocher hand, some students come
into college knowing exactly what they want
to do.
•1 always wanted co be a teacher; said
Lauren Bou.i, a senior elementary education
major.
Some people may go through 6ve or six
years because they wane co do something and
then change ro something else, said Kevin
Hicks, a sophomore industrial technology
major.
"Come in wich an open mind," he said.
•Finish your general educacion, then decide
a major."
Augustine said sometimes careers cake

r.-ivsoaice and Facebook are stalking
lllol'QilStlOl'ds.

, ... 14

Students use college to learn things about the world, but in the crazy hustle and bustle they usually end up learning more about
themselves than what they find in books. "Most students change their major at least once," said Monica Zeigler, assistant director of
academic advising.
turns and students do things they didn't
plan.
"Having certainty of a profession is

not a realiscic expectation," he said. "New
opportunities emerge chac you would never
expect co happen and cake students in new

and challenging places."
H
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Are JCNI off to ... riPt start
tllis H•ester?
H Take a quiz to find out if you care

M<711E REVIEW

ActiOll n . Actloll
H Guys fike action movies for the

"Snakes 0. APlue"

.........itl..
n Should they start touring or start

action. Girls like chick flicks for the
action. These mean two different things,
trust us.

right choice?

more about being on top or what's on

tap.
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n Did Ssssamuel L Jackson make the
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He Said, She Said
Movie Mystery:
Chick Flick or Manly Movie
By Matt Poli
Associate Verge Editor

Have you ever played
that game where you and
a friend or significant
other can't decide on what
movie to see? Why is it
that girls always seem to
pick a movie that will
either make them cry or
hate men? Numerous
arguments will break out
from this simple little
question: What movie do
you want to sec? Ninccynine percent of the time a
male will suggest an action
Bick, while the better
half suggests a romantic
piece of cinematography.
After arguing for almost
an hour or more, the
both of you decide to sec
the new Rob Schneider
movie. which you both
end up hating. To avoid
this movie argument that
might put you on the
couch for a night, you
can compromise. Let her
see the romantic sniffiefilm she wants, and nexc

rime she has to go to the
shoot-em-up-blood-andguts action Aick. Hey,
who knows you might end
up enjoying "The Lake
House" {highly unlikely)
and she might like "Miami
Vice." While it's difficult
co cell any motion picrure
will be worth $8.50
(plus popcorn, drink and
candy), at least you can
blame her for the lame
choice, but she can do the
same, so choose wisely.
A date at the movies isn't
what it used to-be. Don't
spend your hard-earned
loot on a movie that's
more like getting chest
waxed. Hey, ifyou can't
compromise and arc all
out of movie choices, you
can always
go sec
"Snakes on

a Plane."

Matt Poli can be reached ac DENvergc@gmail.com

t

By Holly Thomas
Verge Editor

Women aren't just
fragile, crying, childbearing creatures of emotions chat relish sappy
romance movies and
stray far from anything
with an action sequence.
A lot of women like action movies with blood,
guts and ridiculous death
scenes. But if we are going on a movie date with
a boyfriend or someone
of interest, we want to
watch something we can
cuddle or make-out to
- a "chick flick." Going
to one with a guy is a
girl's subtle way of being
forward. Think about it.
You start the movie with
your bands constantly
touching in the popcorn
bucket. This leads to
hand holding and the
guy's arm around her
shoulder. He pulls her in
{because he doesn't care
abour what's going on in
the movie) and they kiss.

Here's how chat would
play out if you were
watching an action movie. The suspense in the
movie causes the bucker
to be thrown and popcorn to go everywhere.
You laugh and look into
each other's eyes, but
there's no time for any
of that because you have
to pay arrcntion to every
moment in the movie or
you'll be lost to the end.
You try to hold hands
but her nails dig into the
guy's because of the suspense. Kissing isn't even
an option now because
hieing might be involved
if the action (in the
movie) gets coo incense.
You sec ir's not chat we
can't appreciate
a great
action
movie.

Chick
Bicks just
do things -.~~Wiitllil
for us
that accion movies can't.

HoUy Thomas can be reached at DENvergc@
gmail.com

quiz

Are you off to the right start this semester?
I .When did you get your
books?
a. before school
b. fuse week of school
c. haven't gotten them
2. How many professors do you
have a good repoire with?
a. all

b.rwo
c. I don't even know my
professor's name
3. How many classes have you
missed so far?
a. none
b.one
c. two-three
d. almost all
4. Where and who do you sir
with?
a. at rhe front wirh people
I don't know
b. in the middle with
people I kind of know
c. besides someone char
smells and distracts me
5. Have you gotten your
panther card yet?

staff
Verge editor

Hollr Thomas
Associate Verge editor
Matt Poli
Verge Sr. writer
l!ticltael Peterson_ _ _ _ _ __
Designers
David Hanley, Holly Thomas, Matt
eoli
Contact the On The Verge staff by
e-mail at

DENverge@gmail.com

a. yes
b.no
6. Do you know where the
library is?
a. yes
b.no
7. How many nights have you
gone out in the past two weeks?
a. just weekends
b. 3-4 a week
c. every night bur Sunday
d. every night
8. How do you spend your
d6wntime?
a. srudying
b. napping
c. drinking
9. What is your breakfast of
champions?
a. cereal or fruit
b. coffee and a cig
c. beer and pizza
10. How many times have you
visited Sarah Bush?
a.none
b. once
c. can't remember

SCORING
a =4 points b = 3 points
c = 2 points d = 1 point
40-34 You're off to a great
academic scare, bur your social life
needs work.
33-27 You're in good shape.
The Dean's List is in your grasp
(along with a beverage).
26-20 You're moving in the
right direction, slowly, but hey
there's nothing wrong with a 2.0

GPA.
19 and below C's get degrees,
but remember winning beer pong
championships don't.

Open Mic Night every Thursday
Time I 7-9 p.m.
Location I Jackson Ave. Coffee
More info I No cover, all are welcome

TODAY
Community Service
Time I 10 p.m.
Location I Mac's Uptowner
More info 1·$4 at the door

SATURDAY
Star runner
Time I 10 p.m.
Location I Mac's Uptowner
More info I $3 at the door

SUNDAY
Chris Eitel
Time I 9 p.m.
Location I Mac's Uptowner
More info I No cover
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• Extremely clean
sterile environment
•Great prices on
the besttattoowork
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621 CHA RLHTOH AVE. MATTOOH I L I
PHO H U 17.2S8.78J6

anywhere
•Portrait and custom work available
•Areas largest
selection of body
jewelry
•Private Rooms
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plan.
"Having certaincy of a profession is
not a realistic expecration," he said.
"New opporrunities emerge char
you would never expect to happen
and take students in new and
challenging places," be added.
Srudcnts who arc unsure about
deciding a major can get guidance
through career services.
They can do this by taking
personalicy tests, job shadowing or
interning at admired professions.
"It's OK co not know what major you wane," Boz:z.i said.
"Enjoy your first years and think
about things you want co do. Then
focus on three or four things you're
good at for some direction," he
added.
Recommended places co network around campus include
joining recognized student organizations, attending achleric events,
the student recreation center, and
events sponsored by Eastern or just
about any social gathering.
Bob Fangcrow, a senior physical education major, said Eastern
is more social than other schools
because of its small size.
"Don't be shy," he said. "lncroduce yourself to rhe people around
you."
While students are meeting new
people and focusing on their interests, they begin co increase rheir
maruriry levd and begin co learn
new responsibilities rhac some of
them may never have encountered
before.

'
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Monda -Friday from 9am-6pm

WEDDING & BACHELORE l IE
ITEMS,
GA& &!Ft , VIDEOS, DVDS,
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***Coupon tor Irec gift'' 1th purchase***

Start off the weekend right
with an ad in the Uerge
for Information on aduertising
call your friendly ad rep at 581-2816
or e-mail us at
denads@eiu.edu
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I SNAKES ON APLANE

••

***1
Fighting with pa.rcn.cs can
cause mixed feelin~. Thlngs

become even harder when
parents are alcoholics and
abusive.
Tar and Gemma, the two main
characters of Melvin Burgess's book
·smack," published by HarperTeen, have
had enough and decide to run away to Bristol,
Germany.
In Bristol, hundreds of runaway teens form
squats - abandoned houses where they live to-

sssSSobad
that it's good
~

***
1he tide..P>~ "Snakes on a Plane," implies
this Is~ boundaries of typical
ifyou can call it that.
lt'a a comply. ya.Wt lt's only funay because
intmtion81ly 1arib&e.1he concept is outlandish, which is always the theme in Hollywood, but
it's still a bad movie. In fact, there are quite a few
moments in the movie when you can tell that the
or was trying to make it a serious film.
Adding to the abswdity is the nature of
OUI snakes that always manage to pick the
inappropriate and gruesome spoa to damp
jaws OD priftte pans. necb, butts,

me

In the most disturbing scene of the movie,
an old lady gets felt up by a snake before
it pops out of her collar and swallows her
entire eye ball whole.
But the movie's dialogue is so sarcastic you'll be quoting it, even with the
utmost restraint.
And you can thank Samuel L

,Jackson for tbaL
But you can only give so much
credit to a movie that's so bad,
it's actually good.

Virge repor1er

look at a concert scbedulc
DOCice that it includes at least one or two old
dm ~ reunited or recruited new members
the bands' former names.
example, bands like Styx, Cream, The Smoklhe Sisters of Mercy and The New Cars are
again.
Ibey may be loved by millions, they are all
pm t:htir prime.
-ue so many bands getting back together?
1 not uncommon to

WHEN: Wednesday, September 6th
WHERE: Student Rec Center
TIME: 8 p.m.
For more info contact Jess @Jlklnsella@elu.edu

he oldies search for new moneys

.,..........

gether.
In the process of moving from squat to squat, Tar
and Gemma meet others like them along the way.
Some of the people they meet become important to
them, but not as much as the drugs they become fixed on.
Their addiction takes over.
Drugs become everything. In this book, readers sec a
glimpse of what drugs can really do t0 people.
I found it even more interesting that it was teenagers who
were the ones that were overdosing and struggling with their addictions.
Burgess makes you feel pain for these British youths, but he also
illustrates how drugs destroy lives.
I strongly recommend this book, whether sober or addicted to
substances.
It's an easy read, if you know the British slang.
But don't worry ifyou don't, there's a glossary at the end.

Is it all about money, fune and fortune or going
out as big as you can?
Or is it really about the music?
These bands broke up for a reason, and I'm sure
they wacn't thinking about doing 10 reunion tows
years into the future.
To me, it seems a little forced.
These musicians have been doing nothing for years
but collect their royalty checks, and now, all of a sudden, they are regrouping.
It's all money and media-driven actions.
If these musicians were doing it for the music,
Roger Wateri wouldn't be charging the general public ..
$50 for a lawn scat.
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By Michael Peterson
Senior Ver~ Reporter

Protecti:r rourself
agai 0111iae
predators
I. Post your first name

only. Avoid giving out your

last name.

2. Don't post your

addr~.

, Don't post your phoa..e

nW'nber.

4. Don't post you class
schedule.
5 .Post your real age.

6. Have a creative
password.

ne~~rfrr!xro~~w

your Web site.

8.Watch the photos you
post.
9. Watch the things you

blog.

I 0. W~t~chngs your

friends blog
uf yqtbu. You
ma)' be cu
, but ey
may not.

Myspacc. Facebook. Xanga. Friendsrer.
While sruderirs corpmonly use these Web sires, many are unaware of
the dangers.
These "social networking sires" allow users co cusromize personal sires
about chemselves by adding piccures, interescs, sexual preference, ere. Once
a user joins, they can add "friends" co whom they send messages and char
via e-mail or message board.
Lardy Myspace and other nerworking sites have been getting flak for the
services they offer.
Facebook allows users ro post information like class schedules, cell phone
numbers and instant messaging screen· names.
Ir's like a smorgasbord for stalkers and sexua1 predators.
Srudencs Against Destructive Decisions (SADD) is one group caking action
against such Web sires.
Stephen G. WaJlacc, SADD chairman and CEO. said such sites have good poincs
and bad.
"'I think, on the useful side, chey offer reens very tangible ways to srart accomplishing
rhe developmencal tasks of adolescence, which include esrablisbing an idenrity of their
own, creating independence from rheir parencs and building meaningful, more adulr-like
relationships with their peers," he said.
A loc of users pose inappropriace pictures and information, leaving chem vulnerable co
exploitation.
In June, a Brooklyn student was accused of using Facebook co con and excorc coeds, forcing
chem ro cum over nude pictures of rhemsclves and give him online companionship.
Meanwhile, a 14-year-old Texas girl is suing Myspace for $30 million, claiming she was sexually
assaulted by a 19-year-old man who purported onJine to be a high school senior.
Facebook is considered by many to be much safer rhan Myspace.
Facebook is exclusively for college and high school studencs as well as school faculty, and members m
use chcir srudenc e-mail ro obtain an account.
In addition, it is impossible for a Facebook user to look ac another user's page unless rhe two are friends or
if rhey go co che same high school or college.
Unforrunacdy, nothing is foolproof.
"(Social necworking sites) possess some substantial risks," Wallace said.
St:a.lk.ing and harassing are risks thar could lead co more serious problems.
Adam Howell, a senior policical science major, said, "I think che levd of danger caused by Facebook rescs on
the personal responsibility on che people who use it. There are privacy settings and you can choose noc ro be on it,"
Howell said. " ... If you are responsible and intelligent about ic chen you should be fine."
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Sept. <it the Metro Sm:i.rcbar, Steve Bug and
Common Factor will DJ. I1ckers are $10 beft'ltc 11,,:P.m.
and $15 er 11 p.m. boo . open and - ow Starts ac
p.m.
Sepe. .n the Beat Kitchen. Soudi-Side Chicago punk
rockers Much The S.imc will hold their record release
sr:ow at p.m Joining them w{ll be Ryan's Hope. She
l!tkesTodd and V1cmrian Ha}ls.frhis show is for all ages.
Sepe. 2 ac the Metro SmMtbar, Raoul Belmlans (of
1wirl People) will DJ along wtth Jason Hodges and Sound
~ublic. nckets are $1 O~t show is 21 + and doors
n and show scans at 1 .m.
Sept. 3 at the Metro
rbar, Ellen Allien and
J\pparat will DJ with
crbos and Drifre. Tickets are
$10 in advanc:c. $1
oor. This show is 21 +, doors

111e Iron post, a pub located on Walnut Screec in
Champaign will hose the Prairie Dogs next Friday. Jc is
a bluegrass style band char is srraighc easy liscening. The
show will start at 5 p.m. and last until 7 p.m. Then srick
around ro see Waisroid Workforce and Johnnyork ac I0
p.m. All show~ are free.
For chose inco art, Hua Nian, a local artist, will display
her ability in speed sketching and paper tearing ac 9 a.m.,
Friday ar Pages For All Ages in Champaign.
Don't forgei to cheer on Eastern Panther's football ceam
as rhey smash rhe Fighting Illini ar 6 p.m., Sepe. 2.
The Charlie Hunter Band will play at che canopy club
Sepe. 2. The band 1s couring ro promote che rdease of chcir
sevench album. Charlie Hunter is a muse see with ics jam
band feel and ics amazing guicar chords.
Tickers are $15 at the door, and the show scares ac 7
p.m.

m

open and show
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n Illini
FROM PAGE 88

"'We need all of them and we
will need all of chem during the
course of che year," Zook said. "In
this league you have to be able to
run the football. If not, it falls on
rhe quarterback, and chcn you can't
get chose yards."
Thomas and Halsey arc the only
pair of l ,000-yard running backs
from chc same ceam in the Big Ten
Conference.
lbc senior duo will be running
behind an offensive line that
averages 308 pounds and adds
a ralenrcd newcomer in Akim
Millington. The 6-fooc-6, .310pound junior offensive rackle was
a spring transfer from Oklahoma
after playing in four game.s wich
rhe Sooncrs.
The Panthers are confident they
can find a way to counter cbe 44pound difference between the Illini
offensive line and Eastern's front
four.
"We've seen big and quick
lineman before like last year with
BYU bur I do believe chat we are
faster," junior middle linebacker

Donald Thomas said.
The quanerback siruation is
similar with both schools as both
have returningstartingquanerbacks
but have hinted toward interest in
playing multiple signal callers.
The Illini will start the season
with 11m Brasic after the senior
from Riverside threw for 1,979
yards and 11 couchdowns last
season.
Zook has said publicly that
he inrends ro give one or both
incoming freshman Isiah "Juice"
Williams and Eddie McGee
playing time.
"Juice will get snaps and Eddie
as well," Zook said. "The only way
to get better is to play and ger
experience:."
None of the three will get the
opportuniry ro throw co sophomore
Kyle Hudson. The sophomore
Mattoon native will not play due to
a pulled hamstring injury suffered
chis summer.
Mike Donato returns for
Eastern and wtll s-ran Sarurday for
the Panchcrs but Hutson has said
that he'd like co give backup Cole
Stinson some snaps as well.
"We are not committed to
playing cwo quarterbacks because
Mike is our starter," Hutson said.

n Stevens
FROM PAGE 88

In 2006, he's pegged the Panthers, Rutgers
(the hisrorical doorma1 of rhe Big East), Syracuse
(0-11 last year) and Ohio (when you can't bear
up the Buckeyes, is this like beating up the licclc
brother?).
Since 2003, 1he Illini have four 1-A wins,
Eastern has one.
This may be the best opportunity the Panther
program has to defend themselves against the
bigger, badder monsrer just down che road.
They arc catching che big boys from the Big Ten
at the right time.
A Panthers upset would be the answer co
the quesrion of what happens if a tree falls in
the forest and 60,000 people arc cherc co sec it?

MEN'S SOCCER

"We would like to play Cole but
we don't know."
Dona co, who finished the season
with 1,747 yards passing and nine
touchdowns, has been getting a
majoriry of the snaps this week in
practice.
"What I've talked rhe defense
is rhac he is the center of their
offense," Okruch said. " He's a great
competitor and a winner."
The junior is looking to forget
his only other experience against
a 1-A opponent last year at BYU.
In his second c.m:er start, Donato
was 14-of-29 for 126 yards with an
interception and a fumbled snap
our of the shotgun that deflected
off his helmet.
"I think Mike has matured to a
guy char knows the offense and is a
player that I expect big things our
of him," Eastern senior tailback
Vincent Webb, Jr. said.
The major weapon that may
help che vertical passing game is
iumor wtdc rccCJvcr Micah Rucker.
The Minnesota transfer providel>
Donato with another deep threat
option and ce.amed with Ryan Voss
gives the Panthers two receivers
over (,..foot-5.
"I call Micah Rucker che
problem because the macchup of

Complete chaos, thac's what.
Zook suddenly becomes firmly planted on
the hot seat and will immediately need to use
che reel emergency phone inside his office.
"Hello, chis Ron Zook up ac Illinois, I'm in
need of assistance. There arc people dressed in
orange char want me out of town."
"Sorry Ron, we cried to help you in
Gainesville and now you're on your own."
On the other hand, a 40-point victory over
Eastern establishes the obVJous.
Illinois is the dominant school and Zook will
be able co use chc "great way to start the season"
line along with breathing a sigh of relief.
The most likely scenario is the Panthers
will compete for the first three quarters bur
ulcimacdy lose due to lack of overall depth.
During the game, Illini faithful will start
ro look around and ask, "Why aren't we

him and Voss causes problems,"
Webb, Jr. said.
In order co combat the problems
with the crowd noise at Memorial
Stadium, the Panthers have been
pumping music into the O'Brien
Stadium speakers dwing practice
this week.
"A lot of rhe guys have been
dancing around during practice
and honestly rhe music helps
simulate Memorial Stadium along
with making practice go faster," said
Eastern senior and All-American
offensive right guard Jon Reuter.
Ac BYU lase season, the Panchcrs
commirced eighc penalties for 78
yards and were carded by chc sound
level of che 52,630 in accendancc.
"Ac BYU, we couldn't hear what
coach (Roe) Bellanroni was saying
but chis week has helped us work
on our checks," Sellers said.
Since 1980, Eastern is 6071-9 against in-state opponents
but a number of Panthers players
have said the hype for this game
ourwcighs any local matchup
before ic.
"I think we all grew up watching
lllinois on television and we arc the
underdogs," Rueter said. "Our goal
is co prove we play qualiry football
here ac EIU."

dominating them?"
The Panthers won't lose or gain any recruits
because of the game.
Newer facilicies, bigger marker and higher
priority means kids arc always going ro choose
Illinois over EIU. On chc ocher hand, all
eyes will be on year rwo of che Zook era. 'Ihe
Panthers need co show up and Illinois needs to
make them regret they did.
Like a district attorney trying to convict,
the burden co show improvement for i'..ook is
greater chan a normal college football opener.
Illini muse win and must win big.
"We aren't where we have co be, but we are
much improved, and I can't wait until Saturday
jusr co see where we are," Zook said.
Otherwise, they've sec up a siruacion for many
more questions co be asked than chc number of
answers rheir head coach is looking for.

sports Uou reclidioas
Sports Editor
Matt Daniels
Illinois 31, Eastern 17
In a game unlike last
year's I-A game at
BYU, the Panthers
come out ready from the beginning.
However, Illinois' athleticism on the
offensive side is too much and Eastern
is unable to get the running game
established. A respectable opening
against the Illini but not the start the
Panthers want.

Associate Sports
Editor
Marco Santana
Illinois 37, Eastern 21

The Panthers should
be fired up heading into the game. They
can definitely keep it close for the first
haH. But the truth is, it's still a D I-A
program against a D1-M program. The
size and stamina will be the difference
and Illinois should pull away in the second
hatt.

Sports Reporter
Matt Stevens
Illinois 28, Eastern 10
The difference in
the game is that the
Illini have three solid
tailbacks in their rotation and a 44-pound
difference with its offensive hne.
The Panthers wlll keep the game
dose by forang Tim Brasic and whoever
dsepla~ '9uartetbfddor the Uirn mto

furt.Overs.·By the SCC6?Ki half; Eastern will
be forced to throw the ball and while Mike
Donato wm have a much better game than
last season's BYU fiasco, the junior can't
bring them back against a I-A school.

I HOME OPENER

Mattoon natives to coach Asbury at Lakeside
Oakley coached for
Eastern coach Adam
Howarth in ZOOO
season .. an assistant
IJ Joe Waltuti
Staff f>.epor ter

Former Mattoon High School
coach Tom Oakley and Green Wave
soccer great Josh Oakley will be at
Easrcrn this weekend.
Bue Eastern fans will not be able
to root for them this time.
Easrern will hose A~bury College,
out of Wilmore, Ky., at I p.m.
Saturday ar Lakeside Field with the
Eagles, but this 1imc Josh Oakley
will be doing the head coaching and
Tom Oakley will be his assistant.
Mattoon's prodigal son, the
Decarur Herald & Review Soccer
Player of the Year in his senior
season, played one season at Indiana
Wesleyan and then three more at
Monmouth before returning to be
an assisrant coach for his father ac
Mattoon.
After taking over the head
coaching position at Mahomet
Seymour High School, 'fom Oakley
came co work for Eastern head coach
Adam Howarth as a cop assistant
from 2000-01.
Oakley has tried co bring one
important value from his days of

coaching at Eastern to his new job
with Asbury.
"I have cried co bring the
professionalism with me to Asbury,"
Josh Oakley said. "Easccrn is a very
competitive environment where
winning is cxpcaecl.
"The only pressure (at Asbury)
to win is puc on you by yowself, bur
1 put a lot on myself," he added.
Josh Oakley has brought on
his father, Tom Oakley, to be his
assisranr and goalkeepers coach
in hopes of bringing his defensive
pedigree co che college game.
"He volunteers in the prescason
and works with the goalies," Josh
Oakley said.
"lc's a part-time deal but he cries
to make it out to as many games as
possible," he added.
In nine seasons as head coach
of che Green Wave, Tom Oakley
coached stellar defensive teams,
including che sixch-besc defense in
Illinois soccer history dunng the
1992 season.
His ceam allowed only 13 goals
in 20 games that season, a 0.65
goals against average.
Tom Oakley left Mattoon High
School with a career 0.99 goals
against average.
The father-son duo will be
hard pressed co have char kind of
defensive effectiveness against the
Panthers.
There could be a mismarch as

Asbury compcce.s at the NAIA lcvd,
three rankings below Easccm's D-1
level.
The Panthers rook on the Eagles
last season in a scrimmage game
Howarth was able co put together
after a cancellation on Eastem's
schedule.
"They came ouc real quick lase
year," said senior defender Phil
Clemmer.

"NAIA schools arc always trying
to prove c~.emsclves against a D-1
team," b;; added.
The Panthers follow up their
game against Asbury with a
Saturday afternoon game against
che Missouri-Kansas Ciry at 3: 15
p.m. at Lakeside Fidd.
Senior defender Mike Comiskey,
a Kansas Cicy, Mo., native, said he
knows a lot of players on the team

and knows how they have played in
the past.
"They always seem co put 11
solid guys on the fidd," Comiskey
said about the Kangaroos.
"But beyond their starters, chcir
depth is poor," he added.
Howarth has decided to honor
each of his seniors by designating a
day for each of them, with Sunday
being Comiskey's day.
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VINCENT WEBB JR.
He is a fifth-year senior. As
a freshman, he red-shirted and
sat behind Andre Raymond
and J.R. Taylor. His father, the
Vincent Webb, was a boxer but
steered his son toward football as
a child. The one place he wants
to go is Hawaii. And he'll get a
chance to this season.
He sat down with Associate
Sports Editor Marco Santana
last Monday and talked about

family, the Illinois game and
Batman.
YOU INSIST ON VINCENT WEBB JR., NOT
VINCENT WEBB. WHY IS THAT?
My dad (Vincent Webb) means everything
co me, um, you know. Him being the achlece,
he's a great boxer.
I came up. you know, loving boxing, bur
he steered me in another direction. He's
always been there for me. Spons, whatever,
school, everything.
So I chink it's very imporram that [ be
known as Jr., you know, ro show him thac
respect.
I love <o see all my family ac rhe game,
buc, like, che person who I really wam to
always be there is my dad, you know. Ever
since I was a young boy, my first game, he
was always there.
So it's great to look up in the stands. Some
games, I can even hear him cheering and
yelling, but, you know, even chis last Saturday,
at the little mock game he was there.
I mean, he's great. He's my mentor, he's
everything co me.
I look up co him, I consider him my best
friend. He's just a great person in general.
I'm just glad to have him as my father.

YOU GET IWNOIS THIS WEEKEND.
WHAT'S YOUR MINDSET RIGHT NOW?
I'm ready, man, you know.

(A 21-6 loss in the poscseason to) Southern
Illinois, seems like it was just yesterday. Now
we're back, summer's past. That's all I'm
chinking about is Illinois.
Nothing else. I know I should be chinking
abouc class.
But just to be perfectly honest with you,
it's all I'm chinking about.
Went
in
[Monday]
and
watched
"I know I
film wich the
should be
guys. I'm just
motivated. I'm
thinking
ready co play,
about
man.
I chink, you
class . But
know, first game
just to be
of che season,
you're
always
perfectly
a little anxious
honest
and ready to
play, but I think
with you,
it's a little more
(Illinois)
chac it's Illinois.
They're
is all I'm
a Division I
thinking
program, they're
a
Big
Ten
about."
school.
I think we
have something
co prove co ourselves and also to them, so
my mindsec's gtting<e be it's time rn play. No
more talking.

ERIC HILTllER

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior running back Vincent Webb Jr. said his idol is his father. Webb Sr., a former boxer, has attended almost all of Vincent's games since
he was a child. Last spring, Vincent Jr. graduated from Eastern with a degree in African-American studies. He begins his final season in the
Panthers backfield Saturday in Champaign against Illinois.
· No more waiting around. No more camp.
Camp's over. No more practices. lc's to this
game, so my mindsec's going co be ready co
play and l have char mindset now.
lf we could play (Monday night) at 11 :00,
I would be ready, you know?

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN AWAY FROM

THE FOOTBALL FIELD?
Watch spores, I'm a spores addict (laughs).

All spores. Basketball, football, track, I mean,
I don't usually play any other sporrs really.
I love boxing, if you ask anybody. Thar's
my ocher favorite spore.
I probably love co wacch boxing more than
anything (laughs).
If I wasn't playing football, I chink I'd be
boxing. I'm just a sports nut.
(My favorite boxer is) Floyd Merriweather
Jr.
He's a junior, and he grew up in a gym,
you know, I can kind of see, I kind of know
what his life is like.His dad was a professional
boxer.
He grew up, and he's che besc fighter in the
world. So I kind of see myself. like, maybe I
could have been that but, no hard feelings,
but I really like him for that.
My dad tried to keep me away from it.
I kind of joke wich him. Tell him
should've boxed, bur, you know. I'm happy
wich football. I chink it was a good move for
me.
He steered me in a different direction. l
chink it all worked out.

WHAT WAS YOUR LIFE UIE GROWING UP
IN ST. LOUIS?

It was a good life. My mom and dad, they
were never married.
They had known each other for 21 years.
It was a good life.
My dad wasn't at home, my mom had a
husband. I always had my dad in my life, you
know, I didn't have no problems wich my
dad. My mom, most of the time I lived with
my mom.
On che weekends, I would see my dad and
see the other side of my family.
Growing up, I rurned 17 and wenc co high
school. And that's when I moved in with my
dad.
They had agreed on it already, you know,
so as a younger boy I stayed with my mom.
As I got older I had to be a man.
I needed my father so the transition was
great. Everything worked out weU.
I mean, it had its ups-and-downs, bur it's
been a ositive, and I think it's on! he! d

hits

me.

IF YOU COULD BE A SUPERHERO, WHICH
ONE WOULD YOU BE?
(Long pause, obviously taking in the
quesrion) That's a good question . . . comic
book character . . . (nervous laugh) I should
be able co answer this off the top of my head
. . . I'll say Batman.
He had the bat cave. He had all the
gadgets. He dressed in aJI black. He had the
car that drove by
itself to pick him
up. I have to say
"(Batman)
Bacman.
had the bat
(And) if I had
a sidekick, l'd
cave. He
probably say my
had all the
roommate George
Love. We met five
gadgets.
years ago.
He had the
Boch
out
of St. Louis. I
car that
didn't know him
in high school,
drove itself
he didn't know
to pick him
me. We kind of
knew about each
up."
other through the
news, like from
football.
We've built a great relationship, I call him
my brother. I would definitely have to say

rum.

WHAT DO YOUR THREE BROTHERS AND
SISTER THINK ABOUT YOU?
They love me. I'm the best thing that ever
happened, you know, if you ask chem.
My little sister, she loves me like no ocher.
I got three younger brothers. They're ~oing to
be young men soon.
They look up co me as a great role model.
They kind oflook at me and kind ofsay that's
the example Vincent set.
Now, I can be successful and not do che
same things he did, but I kind of see the
things he did and I can do them mysd£
I'm happy that I'm the oldest child,
I'm happy I can sec example, I'm happy
I graduated from college so co give chem
something co work coward.
It may be rough, but noching's impossible.
I think 1 sec a great example for those guys
and my little siscer. They're going to be great
kids when chey gee ro my age.
Consciously, I know the decisions I make
have repercussions. I cry co make the right
decisions in all situations because they watch

VINCENT WEBB JR.
• On Barry Sanders •.•
n My alf-time favorite running back was

Barry Sanders (right). He's iust, I mean, he's
Barry Sanders•
I don't have to explain it.
You know who Barry
Sanders is.
A little bit smaller.
Big legs. Nice lateral
movement. Barry's
definitely my favorite.

On movies •••

Barry
Sanders

n I like comedies. I kind of get into scary
movies but I'm not really scared of them.
You know, I'm more of the comedy type of
guy. I seen Hostage, not too long ago, that's a
pretty good movie.
I thought it was a really good movie.
But as far as comedies in the summer. I
watched the Kings of Comedy at least five times a
da}t So, I'm a big comedy freak.

On video games •••
n When I play the college football, as a
child, I wanted to go to Aorida State. so I play
with Aorida State.
P.ecently, another team I Nke is Texas. And on
the Madden, 1play with St. Louis, you know I'm

from St. Louis.
We've had our ups and downs, but I'm still a
Rams fan. My AK team is the Oakland Raiders.
It already feels good to be in the (NCAA
2007} football game, you know, just to see that.
Ten years ago, I never thought I could be on
a video game. you know what I'm saying.
So, 1mean, it's a grw feeling.
On11icba......
n In childhood, they called me Bo. My aunt
gave me that name when I was a kid. There was
a 1V show or something.
The guy used to wander off, and they used
to say like "where you going there Bo?" or
something like that.
As a child, she kept me and she would babysit
me.
I used to always wander off.
She'd iay. ''Where you going there, Bo?" That
kind of stuck. That's a childhood name they still
call me that today.

VOLLEYBALl

I FLORIDA STATE CLASSIC

Improvements are the goal
By Ada11 Larck
Staff Reporter

The Panthers know to look ac
their season one game ac a time.
However, senior outside hitter
Kara Sorenson has things in a
broader perspective going into
chis weekend's rournament at
Florida State.
"le (the tournament) should
be good competition for us ro
go down there and play bigger
schools and give us experience
char we need to come back and
win the conference," she said.
Senior outside hitter Mary
Welch also has a look on the
overall effect of the tournament.
"We looked at ocher teams
in the conference," she said.
"They've been doing well and we
need to do just as well."
After watching the game
against Indiana Stace, head coach
Lori Bennett already has new
goals for the weekend.
"We want to be around .250
or .260 hitting percentage as a
team so we got some room to
grow," she said. "We want our
outside hitters to be over .250
and our middles to be around
CAlllE HOWS I THE DAILY W1'Elll IRS .300 or higher.
"Usually they're higher if
Senior outside hitter Kara Sorenson passes the ball during practice Tuesday
afternoon. Eastern travels to play in the Florida State Classic in Tallahassee, Fla. they're being effective and doing

their jobs. We need our ream co
be in che .260 range to be well
in our conference ... to win our
conference.n
Along with these offensive
goals. Bennecc also wants co
improve rhe defense and serving,
while scaying strong throughout
the macches.
"We have a litde bit of work
co do on defensc,n she said. "We
hope to solidify serving as well
and then just gee our offense
going earlier in che match and
sray in rhychm throughout the
macch.n
Besides looking ac new goals
for che weekend, Bennett has also
been considering how che roster
will look for the weekend.
After rotating players ofren in
the ISU game, she is leaving the
final decision on how the players
play.
"Thac all depends on them
and their performance," Bennett
said. "We cake a look on bow the
week has gone in the gym and lase
week over a 10-day time period
and determine starters based on
each player's performance.
"Once they get out there they
have co maintain a certain level
of play in order to maintain their
spot."
The Panthers scare the

cournament
against
Souch
Alabama on Friday afrernoon,
followed by Stetson Saturday
morning.
They finish up against Florida
Scace on Saturday at 7 p.m,
Easrem Standard lime.
"We play Florida Scace in che
7:00 match Sacurday night so
they obviously think char will be
a competitive match," Bennett
said.
Sorenson agrees with her head
coach.
"I think Florida State should
be a fun game because it's ac
their home place and it's the 7:00
game on Saturday night," said
the senior ourside hitter.
Welch knows the competition
will be hard and they need to be
prepared for ic.
"All of the games will be
tough," she said . "We have to
come ready to play for all of
chem."
Bennett has good hopes on
how the team docs chis weekend,
and a possible tournament
sweep.
"We're hoping co go 2-1,
maybe 3-0 possibly over the
weekend," she said. "It jusc
depends on how well we stay in
system. Regardless it should be a
competitive three matches."

WOMEN'S SOCCER I CHICAGO TEAMS AT LAKESIDE FIELD

Weekend brings first home games since tourney
DePaul not worried about
traveling; Eastern's last home
game was loss in tournament

Eastern will be looking for the program's
70th win at Lakeside Held.
But DePaul and Loyola hope that doesn't
happen. Eastern holds a 69-21-5 record at
Lakeside Field.
"We hope we play well, and we'll get our
chances," said DePaul head coach James
Wilson.
By Kewin M1rphy
Staff reporter
Chances are something chac DePaul
capitalized on last season, as the Blue Demons
The Panthers take on cwo state rivals this handed Eastern a 1-0 loss, scoring a goal in
weekend and also open the home portion of the final 20 seconds of regulation.
"DePaul has a lot of class power," said
their schedule.
DePaul (1-1} and Loyola (2-0) venture senior defender Kristy DeClark.
Going into unfamiliar surroundings is
to Lakeside Field, where Eastern will cry and
make sure chose two teams leave Lakeside something that doesn't scare the DePaul
Field without a win-and also a historic win. players.

"My players love going on the road,"
Wilson said. "We like to gee focused on our
game and not get distracted."
The lase time the Panthers played ac
Lakeside Field it resulted in a 1-0 loss in che
Ohio Valley Conference final to Samford.
"To play on our field is really nice," said
Eastern head coach Tun Nowak. "Our players
gee excited playing at home; we're excited
about the challenge our players are going to
have to face."
Eastern has dropped two the lase three
games against DePaul.
All the games have been decided by one
goal.
"It's going co be a rivalry,,. Wilson said.
In 2004, Eastern beat DePaul 3-2. In 2003

Minority Today
is looking for new staff writers, photographers,
and designers for the 2006-2007 school year

Come to an informational meeting:

the Blue Demons beac the Panthers 2-1 in
overtime.
"lim's teams are very well trained, physical
and well-disciplined," Wilson said. "We're
very evenly matched."
DePaul was predicted to finish sixth
in the National Division of che Big Ease
Conference.
"DePaul's goc some very good size," Nowak
said.
Nowak is not concerned with the program's
70th win, no matter who the opponent is.
"It's another game," Nowak said. "We
played an exhibition game and we created it
like a home game.
"We're approaching it as the third game on
the regular season schedule."

"i've done it!
i've finally
perfected my
formula for a
perfect business!
the ae cret was
advertising
all along!"
581--2816

7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 6
Conference Room, Student Publica~ions
1811 Buzzard Hall
Any and all are welcome...
for more information, contact Jennifer Ether

@

581-2812

Ten months after the Panthers lost
to Southern Illinois in the playoffs, a
new season's about to begin.
The odds are not favorable. Facing
the first Big Ten team in program
history without its head coach Bob Spoo
(above), the Panthers are motivated for
this game and looking for respect.
When Eastern runs out onto
Memorial Stadium on Saturday, here are
3 reasons they might shock Champaign.
1. The underdog factor - Eastern has
nothing to lose. If Illinois loses, they might
as well start looking for a new football
coach. Anything less than a 21-point
win and fans around Champ-bana will be
wishing for the John Mackovic days. And
the Panthers' confidence level is so high, it
won't be that easy for Zook's team.
2. The running game - Teams last year
could focus on Eastern running back Vincent
Webb Jr. But Saturday, both wide receivers,
Micah Rucker and Ryan Voss, have 5 inches
on Illini defensive backs. So if the rushing
attack is able to gain control of the line of
scrimmage, it'll open up the passing attack.
3. RallJing around Spoo- We don't know
where Spoo will be at game time. But we
know he'll be in the hearts and minds of
his players. Spoo is a father figure to his
players and a person they respect. What
better way to honor their absent leader than
to pull off a win against Illinois?

Matt Daniels

s reboarcl
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOlIDBALI. .

teilt : "· ~ 11~~. ••

Rorida State Classic I 3:30 p.m.
Tallahassee, Fla.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

TODAY • n. DePa•I

I 4:30 p.m.

Lakeside Field
CROSS COUNTRY

TODAY· Illinois lnibtio11al I 5:30 p.m.
Champaign

JONI BAILEY I Tll£ MILT EASTElll IEWS
Ben Brown lines up at Wednesday afternoon's practice at O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers begin the season Saturday against Illinois in
Champaign. It will be Eastern's first meeting with the Illini in the history of the school.

Eastern set for Chief target
Panthers ready to make short
trip north on Interstate 57
to face Illinois for first time
BJ Matthew Stevens

RUGBY

SATURDAY· at Central Michigan
12 p.m. Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

I

MEN'S SOCCER

SATURDAY • n . Asbury Collete

I 1 p.m.

Lakeside Field
FOOTBALL

SATURDAY • at Illinois I 6 p.m.
Champaign

Walk-up ticket sales
extended for opener
'Mth walk-up ticket sales expected
to exceoo expectations, lhinois
announced that it wiU extend its walkup ticket hours for Saturday's game
between Eastern and IUinois.
Ticket offices will open at noon
Saturday, giving fans more time to
purchase tickets.
Fans wflo are tailgating should
purchase their tickets before they

begin tailgating.
Also, Illinois officials advise fans to
arrive early to avoid potential lines.
Gates will open at 4:30 p.m., 90
minutes prior to the scheduled kickoff at 6 p.m.
Officials aren't antic'ipating a sell~

out at Memorial Stadium, but a large
crowd is expected.
The game Is not being televised
on any local stations. Eastern fans
can listen to the game on WEIU Hitmix
• 88.9-FM.

-Sports Editor Matt Daniels

Sports Reporter

Eastern ended its season at home 280 days
ago with a disappointing playoff loss to an
in-state opponent. Now they look for a fresh
srarc against another school from the land of
Lincoln.
"I think ever since that loss to Southern
Illinois, our goal has been to go the distance,"
said Eastern acting head coach Mark Hutson.
"Anything less than to have those expectations
would be underachieving."
For the first time in history, Eastern ranked No. 14 in the Sports Network preseason
1-M poll - will cravd the 56 miles north co
face Illinois at 6 p.m. Saturday at Memorial
Stadium.
"The hard part is now that they are all
so eager to play that you have co keep their
emotions in check," said Illinois defensive
coordinator Vince Okruch. "We don't want to
play the game mentally and energy-wise before
Saturday."
The Panthers are coming off an Ohio Valley

after the initial shock,n Hutson said.
Eastern has 16 returning starters, with seven
of them from a defense that led the OVC in
scoring defense, rushing defense and cumover
margin.
"They went co the playoffs a year ago, they
won the Ohio Valley Conference and their
own league picked them second," Okruch
said. "They'll come in here with a chip on their
shoulder."
The Panther defense boasts three preseason
All-American candidates in linebackers Clint
Sellers and Lucius Seymour and safety Tristan
Burge.
"(Sellers) and (Burge) are as good as we will
see all year long in the Big Ten Conference,n
said Illinois head coach Ron Zook.
Illinois is trying to rebound from the first
season of the Zook era that included no Big
Ten Conference wins, nine straight losses and
its worse season in almost a decade.
"In order to gee more consistent and
productive, the players must realize that their
expectations must come up to ours," Zook
GIAPHK IT MATT WIW
said.
The Illini will look to establish the run with
Conference championship, but will be without
its head coach as Bob Spoo will not be on the its trio of talenred tailbacks in seniors Pierre
sidelines while recovering from his Aug. 29 Thomas and E.B. Halsey along with sophomore
Rashard Mendenhall.
surgery.
"We know that there're no certainties in life
or in medical things, but the team has adjusted » SEE IWll, PAGE 15

Game more meaningful for Illini than for Panthers
This Saturday night's football
opener is without a doubt the
most locally hyped non-televised
sporting event in the modern
era.
After a week of preparaci6n,
anticipation and media attention,
at 6 p.m. on Saturday the Panthers
will finally stan the season against
the Illini .
So throughout all the pomp
and circumstance, there's one

MATISTEVENS
THROWING HEAT
Stevens is a
senior journalism
major. He can
be reached at

danville1 999@
1ahoo.com.
factor being missed.
Like any playground fight,
this game is more important to

the bully wearing orange than it
is co the smaller nerd kid wearing
blue and gray, who always gets his
lunch money taken.
Illinois is trying to change the
"basketball school" culture and

quickly.
Bruce Weber could run for
mayor of Champaign and win in
a walk
To do that, second-year head
coach Ron Zook has tweaked the

schedule a bit.
In his smoke-and-mirrors
coaching career, Zook is 6-1
against directional and I-M
schools (Middle Tennessee, South
Carolina, Northwestern and
Florida A&M). I've been waiting
an entire summer to use that star.
His career coaching record
otherwise is 20-22.
H

SEE STEVENS, PAGE 15

